
Bill Gates And Google Use Violent Sex Attraction To Kill
Opposition Buzzers

SUMMER BUMMER: New mosquito-borne virus jumps from

animals to humans...  

 

Bill Gates engineered mosquitos kill each other using

SEX...

 
Hugh Pickens writes writes

"The Atlantic reports that experts in genetics and microbiology
are convinced we may be only a few years away from
the development of advanced, genetic bio-weapons able to
target a single human being based on their DNA. The authors
paint a scenario of the development of a virus that causes only
mild flu in the general population but when the virus crosses
paths with cells containing a very specific DNA sequence, the
sequence would act as a molecular key to unlock secondary
functions that would trigger a fast-acting neuro-destructive
disease that produces memory loss and, eventually, death. The
requisite equipment including gene sequencers, micro-array
scanners, and mass spectrometers now cost over $1 million but
on eBay, it can be had for as little as $10,000. According to
Ronald Kessler, the author of the 2009 book In the President's
Secret Service, Navy stewards gather bedsheets, drinking
glasses, and other objects the president has touched—they are
later sanitized or destroyed—in an effort to keep would-be
malefactors from obtaining his genetic material. However no
amount of Secret Service vigilance can ever fully secure the
president's DNA, because an entire genetic blueprint can now
be produced from the information within just a single cell. How
to protect the President? The authors propose open-sourcing
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the president's genetic information to a select group of security-
cleared researchers who could follow in the footsteps of the
computer sciences, where 'red-team exercises,' are extremely
common practices so a similar testing environment could be
developed for biological war games. 'Advances in biotechnology
are radically changing the scientific landscape. We are entering
a world where imagination is the only brake on biology,' write
the authors. 'In light of this coming synbio revolution, a wider-
ranging relationship between scientists and security
organizations—one defined by open exchange, continual
collaboration, and crowd-sourced defenses—may prove the
only way to protect the president.'"

Google's Verily is releasing Wolbachia-carry…
The release is a field study for the Debug Project, an initiative that
aims to decimate certain mosquito populations.

Sebusinessinsider.com/wolbachia-mosquitoes-californi…
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Google's life sciences unit is releasing 20 …
Verily, the life sciences arm of Google's parent company
Alphabet, has hatched a plan to release about 20 million lab-
made, bacteria-infected mosquitoes upon Fresno, California —
and that's a good thing! You see, the Zika-carrying Aedes aegypti
mosquito is prevalent in the area. Earlier this ...

Sehttps://techcrunch.com/2017/07/14/googles-life-scie…
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Google is releasing 20 million mosquitoes …
Google is releasing 20 million mosquitoes in Fresno to try to rein
in insect-borne diseases. The Debug Project, being conducted by
Alphabet's life-sciences unit Verilylife, is introducing sterile insects
into the area to cut down on mosquito populations.

Sehttps://www.mercurynews.com/2017/07/18/heres-th…
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Google's Verily to Release Infected Mosqui…
Google parent company Alphabet's life sciences arm Verily will
release 20 million bacteria-infected mosquitoes. It's meant to fight
Zika.

Sefortune.com/2017/07/14/google-verily-zika-mosquito…
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Google's Sister Company To Release 20 Mi…
Google's sister company, Verity, is to release 20 million bacteria
infected mosquitoes in a bid to control disease transmission in
central California.

Seiflscience.com/health-and-medicine/googles-sister-c…
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Kill them all: Google releasing 20M mosqui…
Some software is buggy, but this is ridiculous: A division of
Alphabet — the parent company once known as Google — is this
summer releasing 20 million mosquitoes, in a gutsy test of a
radical strategy to reduce the pest's population.
The mosquitoes being released around Fresno, Calif., are males
...
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WATCH OUT: Google Releasing 20 Million …
A shocking report coming from Fox News and multiple other
sources states that Google is releasing 20 million infected
mosquitos into a major U.S. city starting now.

Sehttps://madworldnews.com/google-million-infected-…
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Debug to release 20 million mosquitoes in …
'Debug' project from Google sister company to release 20
million mosquitoes infected with bacteria to stop wild bugs
reproducing in Fresno experiment

Sedailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-4698024/Debug-r…
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Google Releases 20 Million Genetically engi…
Today, Verily began releasing 20 million lab-made Genetically
engineered Mosquitoes in two neighborhoods in Fresno,
California.

Sehttps://offgridsurvival.com/google-releases-20-millio…
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Google's Alphabet: Releasing 20 Million M…
Verily, Google's sister company, is releasing 20 million sterile
male mosquitoes to control their population and cut back on
diseases
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Google to Release 20 Million Bacteria Infect…
Recently, a company owned by Google's parent corporation
Alphabet, Verily announced plans to release 20
million mosquitoes on Fresno, California, to allegedly
kill mosquitoes that carry disease.
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